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Photonic-crystal fibers with special dispersion profiles are shown to provide a high efficiency of spectral
transformation of chirped sub-6-fs Ti:sapphire laser pulses. With the wavelength of zero group-velocity dis-
persion of the fiber lying within the broad spectrum of the input few-cycle pulse, the output spectra feature
well-resolved spectral peaks, indicative of soliton self-frequency shift, four-wave mixing, and Cherenkov
emission of dispersive waves. We demonstrate that up to 3% of radiation energy at the output of the fiber can
be confined within a spectrally isolated soliton peak centered at 1060 nm, which is ideally suited as a seed for
Nd:YAG- and ytterbium-based laser devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Frequency conversion of ultrashort laser pulses is an in-
teresting and challenging problem of modern optical science.
Few-cycle laser pulses attainable with modern laser systems
�1,2� are represented by broad spectra in the frequency do-
main. Efficient nonlinear-optical transformation of such field
waveforms requires careful engineering of dispersion profiles
of nonlinear materials for broadband phase and group-
velocity matching and an optimal balance between disper-
sion and nonlinearity. Photonic-crystal fibers �PCFs� �3,4�
are giving a new momentum to this field, providing large
interaction lengths �5�, strong confinement of electromag-
netic field in a small fiber core �6�, and offering a unique
flexibility in dispersion engineering �7�.

Evolution of broadband field waveforms in PCFs has been
extensively examined during the past few years in the con-
text of supercontinuum generation �8,9�. These studies have
revealed significant features in the spectral evolution of
broadband field waveforms in PCFs related to self-phase
modulation �SPM� �10,11�, four-wave mixing �FWM� �12�,
stimulated Raman scattering �13�, Cherenkov emission of
dispersive waves by solitons �14,15�, soliton self-frequency
shift �SSFS� �16�, and cross-phase modulation �XPM�
�17,18�. Scenarios of nonlinear-optical transformations of la-
ser pulses have been shown �19� to be sensitive to the detun-
ing of the central frequency of the input pulse relative to the
wavelength of zero group-velocity dispersion �GVD�.

In the case considered in this work, the input field has the
form of a few-cycle pulse, defining a broadband field wave-
form with a nonunfirom spectral phase already as the initial
condition for the evolution problem. We will show that PCFs
can provide a high efficiency of spectral transformation of
such field waveforms through phase modulation and FWM
processes, as well as soliton frequency shifting and

Cherenkov-type dispersive-wave emission. With the wave-
length of zero group-velocity dispersion of the fiber lying
within the broad spectrum of the input pulse, the output spec-
tra are dominated by distinct spectral peaks, originating from
concurrent nonlinear-optical processes. We identify well-
resolved signatures of soliton self-frequency shift, four-wave
mixing, and Cherenkov emission of dispersive waves and
demonstrate that the laser pulse energy can be efficiently
coupled into a spectrally isolated soliton-shifted peak cen-
tered at 1060 nm.

II. MODELING

Our theoretical analysis of propagation of laser pulses in
PCFs was based on the numerical solution of the generalized
nonlinear Schrödinger equation �20�,
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where A is the field amplitude, ��k�=�k� /��k are the coeffi-
cients in the Taylor-series expansion of the propagation con-
stant � ,�0 is the carrier frequency, � is the retarded time,
�= �n2�0� / �cSeff� is the nonlinear coefficient, n2 is the non-
linear refractive index of the PCF material, Seff
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tive mode area �F�x ,y� is the transverse field profile in the
PCF mode�, and R�t� is the retarded nonlinear-response func-
tion. For fused silica, we take n2�3.2�10−16 cm2/W, and
the R�t� function is represented in a standard form �21�,
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where fR=0.18 is the fractional contribution of the Raman
response; ��t� and 	�t� are the delta and the Heaviside step
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functions, respectively; �1=12.5 fs and �2=32 fs are the
characteristic times of the Raman response of fused silica.

We now apply Eqs. �1� and �2� to compute the evolution
of ultrashort pulses in two types of PCFs used in our experi-
ments. PCFs of the first type consist of a fused silica core
with a diameter of 1.6 
m, surrounded with two cycles of air
holes �inset in Fig. 1�a��. To find parameters ��k� for these
fibers, we numerically solved the Maxwell equations for the
transverse components of the electric field in the cross sec-
tion of a PCF using a modification of the method of polyno-
mial expansion in localized functions, developed by Monro
et al. �22�. Polynomial approximation of the frequency de-
pendence of the propagation constant � for the fundamental
mode of the PCF computed with the use of this numerical
procedure with an accuracy better than 0.1% within the range
of wavelengths from 580 to 1220 nm yields the following
��k� coefficients for the central wavelength of 800 nm: ��2�

�−0.0293 ps2 /m, ��3��9.316�10−5 ps3 /m, ��4��−9.666
�10−8 ps4 /m, ��5��1.63�10−10 ps5 /m, and ��6��−3.07
�10−13 ps6 /m. Curve 1 in Fig. 1�a� displays the group-
velocity dispersion �GVD� D=−2�c�−2��2�, where � is the
radiation wavelength, for the fundamental mode of such

PCFs as a function of the wavelength. The GVD vanishes at
�z�690 nm. Fibers of the second type are commercial NL-
PM-750 PCFs from Crystal Fibre �23�. The core diameter for
these PCFs was equal to 1.8 
m. Parameters ��k� for these
PCFs were defined as polynomial expansion coefficients for
the dispersion profile of the fundamental mode of these fibers
provided by the manufacturer �23�. The group-velocity dis-
persion for PCFs of this type is presented by curve 2 in Fig.
1�a�. In this case, the GVD vanishes at �z�750 nm.

In the case studied here, the laser field at the input of a
PCF has a form of a few-cycle pulse �curve 1 in Fig. 1�b��
with a broad spectrum �curve 3 in Fig. 1�a�� and a complex
chirp �curve 2 in Fig. 1�b��. For both types of PCFs used in
our experiments, the short-wavelength part of the spectrum
lies in the range of normal dispersion, while the wavelengths
above �z experience anomalous dispersion. Typical scenarios
of spectral and temporal evolution of a few-cycle laser pulse
in PCFs of the considered types are illustrated by Figs. 2 and
3. The initial stage of nonlinear-optical transformation of a
few-cycle pulse involves self-phase modulation, which can
be viewed as four-wave mixing of different frequency com-
ponents belonging to the broad spectrum of radiation propa-
gating through the fiber. Frequency components lying near
the zero-GVD wavelength of the PCF then serve, as shown
in the classical texts on nonlinear fiber optics �20�, as a pump
for phase-matched FWM. Such phase-matched FWM pro-
cesses, which involve both frequency-degenerate and
frequency-nondegenerate pump photons, deplete the spec-
trum of radiation around the zero-GVD wavelength and
transfer the radiation energy to the region of anomalous dis-
persion �spectral components around 920 nm for z=2 cm in
Fig. 2�b� and around 930 nm for z=5 cm in Fig. 3�a��. A part
of this frequency-downconverted radiation then couples into
a soliton, which undergoes continuous frequency downshift-
ing due to the Raman effect �Figs. 2�b� and 3�a��, known as
soliton self-frequency shift �20,24,25�. In the time domain,
the redshifted solitonic part of the radiation field becomes
delayed with respect to the rest of this field �Fig. 2�a� and the
insets in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�� because of the anomalous GVD
of the fiber. As a result of these processes, the redshifted
soliton becomes more and more isolated from the rest of the
light field in both time and frequency domain, which re-
duces, in particular, the interference between the solitonic
and nonsolitonic part of radiation, seen in Figs. 2�b�, 3�a�,
and 3�b�.

High-order fiber dispersion induces soliton instabilities,
leading to the Cherenkov-type emission of dispersive waves
�26,27� phase-matched with the soliton, as discussed in the
extensive literature �see, e.g., �14,15��. This resonant
dispersive-wave emission gives rise to a spectral band cen-
tered around 540 nm in Fig. 2�b�. As a result of the above-
described nonlinear-optical transformations, the spectrum of
the radiation field for a PCF with a characteristic length of
20 cm typically features four isolated bands, representing the
remainder of the FWM-converted pump field �the bands cen-
tered at 670 and 900 nm in Fig. 2�b��, the redshifted solitonic
part �reaching 1.06 
m for z=24 cm in Fig. 2�b��, and the
blueshifted band related to the Cherenkov emission of dis-
persive waves in the visible. In the time domain, as can be
seen from Fig. 2�a� and the insets to Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, only

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Group-velocity dispersion as a func-
tion of the wavelength for the fundamental mode of �curve 1� the
fused silica photonic-crystal fiber with a core diameter of 1.6 
m
�shown in the inset� and �curve 2� NL-PM-750 PCF from Crystal
Fibre. Curve 3 shows the intensity spectrum of the input laser pulse
�Ti:sapphire oscillator output�. �b� Temporal envelope and chirp of
the Ti:sapphire oscillator output reconstructed from SPIDER data.
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the solitonic part of the radiation field remains well-localized
in the form of a short light pulse, the remaining part of the
field spreading out over a few picoseconds.

To visualize the significance of the Raman effect, we
compare in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� the evolution of a few-cycle
laser pulse in a PCF simulated with and without the Raman
term in Eq. �1�. This comparison shows that, when the Ra-
man effect is artificially switched off, the redshifting of ra-
diation beyond the spectral band centered at 920 nm is ar-
rested. The output spectra are then dominated by the features
related to SPM and FWM �the spectral bands centered at 670
and 920 nm�. No soliton-fission dynamics, considered in ear-
lier work on supercontinuum generation in PCFs �14�, is ex-
pected in this case since the input field energy is sufficient to
produce only the fundamental soliton in the fiber, which is
clearly seen as a well-resolved peak in the time domain �the

insets in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b��. The missing redshifted solito-
nic part of the spectrum makes a striking difference between
the results of simulations performed without the Raman term
in Eq. �1� and the experimentally observed PCF output, pre-
sented and discussed in the following section of this paper.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

Experimental studies of nonlinear-optical transformations
of few-cycle pulses in two types of PCFs with the above-
specified parameters were performed with a broadband
chirped-mirror Ti:sapphire oscillator �28�, generating 6-fs
pulses with an energy up to 4 nJ at a repetition rate of
70 MHz. The laser output was divided into two channels of
roughly equal energies with a beamsplitter. One of the result-
ing beams was reserved for pumping a Nd:YAG �yttrium-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Tempo-
ral �a� and spectral �b� evolution
of a laser pulse with an initial en-
ergy of 0.25 nJ and an input tem-
poral envelope and chirp shown in
Fig. 1�b� propagating through the
PCF with the dispersion profile as
shown by curve 2 in Fig. 1�a�.
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aluminum-garnet� regenerative amplifier �29�, while the sec-
ond beam was sent into the PCF, providing, with allowance
for fiber-coupling losses, initial pulse energies in the nano- to
subnanojoule range.

In Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�, we present intensity spectra mea-
sured at the output of the NL-PM-750 fiber and a PCF with
a cross-section structure shown in the inset to Fig. 1�a�. The
spectrum, chirp, and temporal envelope of the input pulse are

FIG. 3. �Color online� Spectral
evolution of a laser pulse with an
initial energy of 0.3 nJ and an in-
put temporal envelope and chirp
shown in Fig. 1�b� propagating
through the PCF with the disper-
sion profile as shown by curve 1
in Fig. 1�a� �a� with and �b� with-
out the Raman term in the gener-
alized nonlinear Schrödinger
equation. The insets show the
time-domain structure of the ra-
diation field in the PCF for z
=25 cm �a� with and �b� without
the Raman effect.
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specified by Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�. Both output spectra pre-
sented in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� feature a spectrally isolated
peak centered at approximately 1060 nm, as predicted by
numerical simulations �cf. Figs. 2�b� and 4�a��. This signal is
shifted by more than 180 THz with respect to the maximum-
intensity peak at 670 nm in the spectrum of the input laser
pulse. An interference filter with a base length of 1.1 
m
was used to study this spectral component in greater detail.
The result of this investigation is presented in the inset to
Fig. 4�b�. The energy of the spectrally selected 1060-nm out-
put of the PCF was estimated as 10 pJ. With the total radia-
tion energy at the output of the fiber being about 0.3 nJ, the
efficiency of energy conversion to the redshifted soliton peak
at 1060 nm is estimated as 3%. The contrast of this signal,
defined as the ratio of spectral intensities at 1060 and
1025 nm, exceeds 200.

Our theoretical model, as can be seen from the compari-
son of theoretical and experimental PCF output spectra pre-
sented in Figs. 2�b� and 4�a�, gives interesting physical in-
sights into the dominant spectral features in PCF output.
Based on the results of our simulations in Fig. 2�b�, we iden-
tify the peaks at 550 and 1060 nm in Fig. 4�a� as the signa-

tures of Cherenkov emission of dispersive waves and the
redshifted soliton, respectively. The prominent peaks at 670
and 890 nm in Fig. 4�a� are indicative of phase-matched
FWM processes around the zero-GVD wavelength, which
give rise, as shown in Fig. 2�b�, to two characteristic peaks at
670 nm and around 900 nm and deplete the pulse spectrum
between these wavelengths. On the other hand, simulations
for the spectral evolution of a short pulse without the Raman
term in Eq. �1� show �Fig. 3�b�� that FWM in our experi-
ments does not transfer the radiation energy beyond
900–950 nm. Energy conversion to the redshifted peaks at
1060 nm in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� is therefore indicative of
Raman-induced soliton self-frequency shift.

In Fig. 5, we present the results of experiments where the
spectrum of the input pulse has been changed by replacing
the mirrors in the Ti:sapphire oscillator. The pulse duration
remains about 6 fs, but the spectral content of the input field
is now different �see the inset in Fig. 5�, with a higher spec-
tral intensity provided within the range of wavelengths from
750 to 950 nm. This change in the input spectrum does not
lead to qualitative changes in the spectrum at the output of
the PCF, which still features signatures of self-phase modu-
lation and four-wave mixing in the central part of the spec-
trum and well-resolved peaks corresponding to a redshifted
soliton and Cherenkov emission of dispersive waves �Fig. 5�.
An input field with more energy concentrated in the near-
infrared part of the spectrum, as can be seen from the com-
parison of Figs. 4 and 5, allows the generation of redshifted
solitons with longer central wavelengths. With the fiber pa-
rameters �dispersion profile and the fiber length� remaining
the same as in Fig. 4�a�, the frequency-shifted soliton is now
observed as an isolated peak centered at 1310 nm in the out-
put spectrum �Fig. 5�a��. This finding demonstrates the pos-
sibility of controlling the central wavelength of redshifted
solitons at the output of PCFs by modifying the spectrum of
the input pulse.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Filled circles connected with a solid line
show experimental spectra measured at the output of �a� a 20-cm
NL-PM-750 fiber and �b� a 23-cm PCF with a cross-section struc-
ture shown in the inset to Fig. 1�a�. The dashed line in �a� presents
the input spectrum, provided by the Ti:sapphire oscillator. The inset
in �b� shows the close-up of the 1064-nm soliton peak in the output
of the PCF output spectrum.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Spectrum of radiation intensity at the
output of a 20-cm NL-PM-750 fiber with a modified spectrum of
the input ultrashort laser pulse �shown in the inset�.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown in this work that photonic-crystal fibers
can provide a high efficiency of spectral transformation of
few-cycle laser pulses. With the wavelength of zero group-
velocity dispersion of the fiber lying within the broad spec-
trum of the input pulse, the output spectra observed in our
experiments are dominated by distinct spectral peaks, origi-
nating from concurrent nonlinear-optical processes. We have
identified well-resolved signatures of soliton self-frequency
shift, four-wave mixing, and Cherenkov emission of disper-
sive waves and demonstrate that the laser pulse energy can
be efficiently coupled into a spectrally isolated redshifted
peak centered at 1060 nm. This spectral peak can carry up to
3% of radiation energy at the output of the fiber and is ide-
ally suited as a seed for Nd:YAG- and ytterbium-based laser
devices. Generation of intense redshifted soliton peaks cen-
tered at 1310 nm has been demonstrated by increasing the
energy concentrated in the near-infrared part of the spectrum
of the input few-cycle laser pulse.
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